
 

 

Make cooking easy with Morphy Richards 
Whip up a fabulous meal in confidence with some help from Morphy Richards’ fabulous Total 
Control kitchen range 

 
Fancy giving a new recipe a go but worried that it may flop? Fear not, help is at hand! Total 
Control, the fabulous range of stand mixers and hand blenders by Morphy Richards, has been 
designed to empower you in the kitchen. With these brilliant tools, preparing sophisticated 
sauces, delicious cakes and healthy soups couldn’t be simpler.  
 
The Total Control hand blender, for example, is equipped with a smart response technology 
feature that allows the blades to gain speed gently and slow down to a stop once your food has 
reached the consistency you want, preventing messy splattering and splashing. And with a 
choice of eight speeds and a turbo function, picking the right blending speed to fit your needs is 
a cinch. 
 
You can also switch attachments at the touch of a button, so you can effortlessly move from 
slicing or grating vegetables for a yummy soup to making a velvety potato mash or whipping up 
a moreish berry smoothie for pudding.  
 
You can even crush ice quickly and easily with the stainless steel blending leg, which features a 
special Serrator Blade technology that stays sharp 12 times longer than standard blades. An 
ergonomic soft-grip handle ensures you are always in control, so you can cook in complete 
confidence. 



 

 

 
Preparing Italian-style pesto, for example, is as easy as adding basil, pine nuts, garlic, olive oil 
and grated Parmigiano cheese to the blending bowl and blitzing them with the Total Control 
hand blender until the sauce reaches the consistency you like. Smother over pasta, and you 
have a sure winner in no time at all. 
 
To support you every step of the way, Morphy Richards has launched the Cook and Create  
app, which is jam packed with clear, easy recipes for delicious meals. And if the Great British 
Bake Off has inspired you to give cakes and bakes a go, the Morphy Richards Baking Surgery is 
at hand to help you: in this fabulous series of videos, Barry Lewis of My Virgin Kitchen shows 
you how to avoid baking fails by using the Total Control range. 
 
The Morphy Richards Total Control Hand Blender is priced at £44.99 and is available at 
www.morphyrichards.co.uk/totalcontrol 
 


